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Layoffs may come with hidden liabilities
even if they've found another
position elsewhere.
The common law is quite clear
on general employees, says Kuzz,
pointing to Barda! v. The Globe
and Mail Ltd. which set payment
in lieu of notice at a year's salary
following 17 years of service. The
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ommon wisdom has it
that the construction
sector is not covered
by all the niceties of the Ontario Employment Standards
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"It's very hard however to say
how much," she says. ''As always .
it depends on the age, the length
of service, their skills, and the
likelihood of future employment and how long it would
take to find a similar position
with similar compensation."

Sweetening the severance
papers with a modest offer of
severance is a proactive stance
that could pay off later, she
says, but not all clients are
happy about it.
"I also recommend to them
that they have a standard employ-
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ment contract that recognizes
the ESA," says Kuzz. "But clients
in the construction industry are
reluctant to formalize things and.
don't want to have a formal employment contract even though
the one purpose is to protect the
employer," she says.
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